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B0 – Spiritual Rescue - Royal Blue/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta
Keynote: Clarity in our feelings about the spiritual self and our part in the creative process of life.
Extended Keynote:
Brings the possibility of intuitive insight (royal blue) into the practicalities of everyday life. The deep magenta energy of Love From Above can assist us to put our caring and warmth into the little things. May be useful for people who are of assistance to others during the night, whether in their awareness or not. Brings a sense of deep peace and energy when our resources seem to have been depleted
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Fool (B22)
Set: Rescue Set

B1 – Physical Rescue - Blue/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta
Keynote: An ease with our physicality and a peaceful communication with what lies within.
Extended Keynote:
May help to deepen the understanding of how Spirit operates in everyday life. As we rescue “the peace that passeth all understanding” inherent within us (blue) from the tensions of everyday life, peace becomes more available to us. If we can relax into this peace, we may access the divine love within our depths to bring more caring and warmth to the little things in life (deep magenta).
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Magician (B79)
Set: Chakra (5th/throat, 6th/brow/third eye & 7th/crown chakras)

B2 – Peace Bottle - Blue/Blue - Shakes-to: Blue
Keynote: Peaceful communication that comes through us rather than from us. A nurturing energy, a natural authority.
Extended Keynote:
Letting go into faith and trust fosters the ability to nurture oneself and others from the feminine aspects within the self. Supports transition from one state of being or circumstance to another as we let go of the past in the context of peace. The blue energy in both upper and lower fractions can help us to receive and transmit to others the “peace that passeth all understanding” as a communication that comes through us rather than from us.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the High Priestess (B80)
Set: Chakra Set (5th/throat chakra)

B3 – The Heart Bottle/Atlantean Bottle - Blue/Green - Shakes-to: Turquoise
Keynote: Creative communication that comes through us especially in relation to the earth’s grid and magnetic structure.
Extended Keynote:
Represents space within our depths (green) in order to realise peace in a conscious way (blue). Can help communication of the heart and the feeling side of the being; the emotional side of life. The shake-to colour of turquoise is associated with the journey towards the self (individuation) and the expression of the creativity within. Relates to the heart chakra, through which our creativity can emerge with a sense of purpose.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Empress. (B81)
Set: Chakra Set/Rescue Set (4th/heart chakra)
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B4 – Sunlight Bottle - Yellow/Gold - Shakes-to: Golden Yellow
Keynote: Represents the discrimination between knowledge: that which can be acquired, and wisdom: that which we already have.
Extended Keynote:
Fosters the joy of gaining knowledge (yellow) and revealing the wisdom that is already within (gold). Indicates a sunny disposition with a sense of humour. Can support the expansion of consciousness and self-awareness, giving space for our wisdom to emerge and shine.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Emperor (B82)
Set: Chakra Set (3rd/solar plexus chakra and incarnational star)

B5 – Sunset/Sunrise Bottle - Yellow/Red - Shakes-to: Orange
Keynote: The way we use the energy to express our wisdom.
Extended Keynote:
A potent bottle of awakening (red) the energy of which needs to be used in a conscious and mindful way. For those whose purpose is to share the light with others, offering knowledge and wisdom of the past in a new way with the appropriate energy. "Sunrise/sunset" suggests that each day brings a new present and the opportunity and energy to deal with life anew. The yellow relates specifically to the taking in of light through the solar plexus. Red signifies the awakening of light (kundalini) in the base/root chakra, bringing a sense of re-vitalisation.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Hierophant (B83)
Set: Chakra Set (1st/root/base chakra)

B6 – The Energy Bottle - Red/Red - Shakes-to: Red
Keynote: Enthusiasm, energy and love for life.
Extended Keynote:
The basic energy of love. Re-energising and grounding, giving a zest for life and the energy for new beginnings. Red in both the upper and lower fractions suggests a very potent energy with the possibility of awakening the kundalini and unifying the male and female energies within the self. Signifies stepping into life anew, particularly when selected in 2nd position.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Lovers (B84)
Set: Expanded Chakra Set/Tantric Illumination Set (1st/base/root chakra)

B7 – Garden of Gethsemene/Final Test of Faith - Yellow/Green - Shakes-to: Olive
Keynote: Trust in the process of life, faith and hope in the way things unfold.
Extended Keynote:
Can help to make space in our hearts (green) and consciously experience joy in the knowledge and certainty that arises from within (yellow), enabling us to share that knowledge in a kind and gentle way. Can also help to meet the "final test of faith" that asks us to trust what lies deep within in order to bring a sense of hope to prevail over difficulties and see them as an opportunity for rebirth and new life.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Chariot (B84)

B8 – Anubis - Yellow/Blue - Shakes-to: Green
Keynote: The communication of knowledge, the joy of peace and the lightness of being.
Extended Keynote:
Fosters the realisation that the more we trust the peace and communication which comes from the depths of the self (blue), the more joy and knowledge can arise (yellow). Helps to listen to and refine the truth of the heart (the shake-to colour of green) through discrimination without judgement, which gives a lightness of being and a sense of upliftment to our lives. Doing what we love to do, or putting love into whatever we do, lightens the heart and supports the development of the light body.
Tarot: Outward Journey of Justice (B86)
B9 – Heart within the Heart/The Transcendental Heart/The Crystal Cave - Turquoise/Green
Shakes-to: Deep Turquoise
Keynote: The beginning of the inner journey of meditation and the process of individuation.
Extended Keynote:
The first time the Turquoise appears in the revelation of the Aura-Soma® Colour-Care-System. The process of individuation begins as we turn within towards the inner light. The possibility to re-balance the different aspects within ourselves that we may experience a more integrated state of being. As we enter the Ananda Kanda level of the heart chakra, the creative communication of the heart from the depths of our feeling being may emerge and enable the real jewels of our potential to be revealed, with a new understanding of who we are and what we are here to do.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Hermit (B87)
Set: 9 Matrix Star

B10 – ‘Go Hug a Tree’ - Green/Green - Shakes-to: Green
Keynote: As you plant, so shall you reap.
Extended Keynote:
Affinity with nature, particularly through the consciousness of trees, to attune with the spirals of time and the patterns of cause and effect. Helps to bring the energy for a new place and space and create harmony between what we plant and what comes up. Sometimes referred to as the "decision-maker" energy, green can help with clear direction and empathy for others.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Wheel of Fortune (B88)
Set: Expanded Chakra Set (4th/heart chakra), 10 Matrix Star

B11 – The Essene Bottle 1/A Chain of Flowers - Clear/Pink - Shakes-to: Pale Pink
Keynote: Taking responsibility for the thoughts and feelings.
Extended Keynote:
The beginnings of love, also called the Love Rescue, B11 shines a light (clear) on the "isness" of being through self-acceptance (pink). Brings clarity of mind from deeper levels of warmth, tenderness and compassion toward the self, and thus the ability to offer these qualities to others. The clear signifies an understanding of suffering which can lead to transcendence and the illumination and blossoming of all our chakra energy centers to form an inner "Chain of Flowers."
Tarot: Outward Journey of Strength (B89)
Set: New Aeon Child Set/Rescue Set/Tantric Illumination Set (all chakras) 11 Matrix Star

B12 – Peace in the New Aeon - Clear/Blue - Shakes-to: Pale Blue
Keynote: An initiation which shines a light on nurturing, faith and peace.
Extended Keynote:
Brings light from above (clear) into our depths to inspire clarity, communication, peace and creativity (blue). May stimulate an initiatory process, the integration of which may help us tap into our intuition and inspiration and the ability to communicate these to others.
Tarot: Outward Journey of the Hanged Man (B90)
Set: New Aeon Child Set, 9 Matrix Star

B13 – Change in the New Aeon - Clear/Green - Shakes-to: Pale Green
Keynote: Illuminating the emotional side of life and making a space for change in the letting go.
Extended Keynote:
Helps to make space for oneself so that more light from above (clear) can come into the depths of the heart (green), which opens the way for change. As light shines into the shadows of the heart, what has been long held is nourished by the light and cleared; the old dies away, allowing space for the new to come.
Tarot: Outward Journey of Death (B91)
Set: New Aeon Child Set, 10 Matrix Star
B14 – Wisdom in the New Aeon - Clear/Gold - Shakes-to: Pale Gold  
**Keynote:** Light into the gold. The illumination of inner wisdom that clarity of purpose may unfold.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
The more one gets in touch with the Gold within, the more likely it is that one finds the clarity in the conscious mind to let go of suffering and to find the light within. This combination is very significant to understanding our subtle anatomy from an Aura-Soma perspective. As light, in the form of conscious attention (clear) is brought to the incarnational star within the golden area of our being, our inner wisdom may be awakened and our purpose illuminated; thus we may do what we are here to do with more clarity and consciousness.  
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of Temperance (B92)  
**Set:** New Aeon Child Set, 11 Matrix Star

B15 – Service in the New Aeon - Clear/Violet - Shakes-to: Pale Violet  
**Keynote:** Elevation of the self through purification.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Helps to look deeper within to illuminate and purify (clear) the shadow-self, revealing the spirituality that waits in our depths (violet). By recognising what we have repressed, denied or said "no" to in our life, we may be able to let go of suffering; through the transformation of our consciousness, we can come to a lightness of being that enables us to be of service to the world.  
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of the Devil (B93)  
**Set:** New Aeon Child Set, 9 Matrix Star

B16 – The Violet Robe - Violet/Violet - Shakes-to: Violet  
**Keynote:** Awakening to ones’ true self and service. A complete re-evaluation.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Represents a deep spiritual transformation known as Metanoia: a change, not just in the thinking or the feelings, but a complete change of being with a new awareness of who we really are and why we are here - - both in our unconscious (violet) and conscious (violet) states. May help to come to terms with life circumstances involving endings and loss as part of one's own process or towards the loss of a loved one.  
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of the Tower (B94)  
**Set:** Expanded Chakra Set (7th/crown chakra) 10 Matrix Star

B17 – Troubadour 1/The Hope Bottle - Green/Violet - Shakes-to: Dark Green  
**Keynote:** A new beginning for spirituality as we connect to the star within.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Brings the possibility of a profound inner transformation as conditions originating in the deep past are released. Connecting with the star within brings the light of hope which can help to re-balance the heart chakra and illuminate the transformative path of the heart. Spirituality (violet) expressed through the transformed heart (green) may inspire us towards our true service in the world.  
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of the Star (B95) 11 Matrix Star

B18 – Egyptian Bottle 1/Turning Tide - Yellow/Violet - Shakes-to: Deep Gold  
**Keynote:** Refining the knowledge that we may understand why we are here and what we are for.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Fosters spiritual teaching for oneself and others. Helps to transform self-deception into self-knowledge and tap the power within the self to become whole and embrace the purpose of one's existence. Collectively represents a turning of the tide from the Piscean Age belief that only priests, traditions and dogmas held the keys to enlightenment, to the Aquarian Age teaching that "we all hold the keys and each may unlock his own door."  
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of the Moon (B96)
B19 – Living in the Material World - Red/Purple - Shakes-to: Magenta
**Keynote:** The re-energising of the body and material life through a change in our thinking.
**Extended Keynote:**
Helps the regeneration of energy through a shift in awareness. The red (material) over the purple (spiritual) reminds us that we are here to spiritualise the process of living in the world, so that whatever our circumstance or condition we may be rejuvenated by the ever-present spirit that supports us from above and within. May indicate a sense of wishing to create an ideal circumstance or condition that may not be in accord with what is.
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of the Sun (B97)

B20 – Star Child - Blue/Pink - Shakes-to: Violet
**Keynote:** The communication of unconditional love. Peace in the conscious mind, self acceptance within the depths.
**Extended Keynote:**
Contains the warmth, light and love of a child with a child's potential for forgiveness; thus it is useful as a "rescue" for children, as well as our inner child. Can bring a gentle balance for the male and female energies within and for that which is above and beneath us. Pink, as red infused with light, represents caring and love in our depths and supports the blue energy in the expression of peace and communication.
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of Judgment (B98)
**Set:** New Aeon Child Set/Chakra Set/Rescue Set (7th/crown chakra)

B21 – New Beginning for Love - Green/Pink - Shakes-to: Dark Green
**Keynote:** The emergence of freedom through self acceptance.
**Extended Keynote:**
A new beginning for unconditional love as the heart chakra (green) is supported by the caring and warmth from above that lies in our depths (pink). Like the rebirth of Spring, the energies of unconditional love, self-acceptance and trust bring renewal to the heart centre, helping to care for oneself as well as others.
**Tarot:** Outward Journey of the Universe (B99)

B22 – The Rebirther's Bottle/Awakening - Yellow/Pink - Shakes-to: Pale Coral
**Keynote:** A renewal of spirit through joy and self-acceptance.
**Extended Keynote:**
A rebirth and awakening of Spirit within the self, bringing a new awareness or perception of life. Through warmth, kindness and acceptance towards ourselves, unconditional love and caring (pink) is expressed with a new understanding of how to live even an ordinary life with awareness and joy (yellow).
**Tarot:** Return Journey of the Fool (B0)

B23 – Love and Light - Rose Pink/Pink - Shakes-to: Pink
**Keynote:** Compassion and self-acceptance. The more we find the compassion in the process of ‘seeing’ ourselves clearly, the more we can accept of ourselves.
**Extended Keynote:**
As we allow the love and compassion from above that resides in our depths (pink in our unconscious), we may discover the infinite wisdom within that enables us to truly see and accept ourselves (rose pink energy expressed consciously). In the lightness of being that comes with the openness to give and receive love, we may move beyond thinking to pure feeling and the aspiration to love unconditionally.
**Set:** Tantric Illumination Set
**72 Angels:** Ariel
B24 – A New Message - Violet/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Violet
Keynote: A transformative communication from the heart, inspired from Spirit, expressed through creativity and the feeling side of being.
Extended Keynote:
A new message for a new time of personal and collective individuation in answer to the question "Who am I?" As we deepen into the heart, the creative within expands (turquoise) and becomes more actualised, inspiring transformation and an urge toward service with our talents and gifts (violet). As personal individuation unfolds, spiritualisation of the collective can follow, helping to create a new world of mutual care, respect and well being.
72 Angels: Haheuiah

B25 – Florence Nightingale - Purple/Magenta - Shakes-to: Bright Purple
Keynote: A mystic. One who is inspired from above. A pioneering spirit in the service of others.
Extended Keynote:
Represents a deeply caring and pioneering spirit whose service to others (purple) is inspired by love from above (magenta). Puts love, caring and attention to details into the practical, everyday circumstances of life. Has a higher vision focused towards the greater good which fosters transformation and well being.
72 Angels: Hakamiah

B26 – Etheric Rescue/Humpty Dumpty - Orange/Orange - Shakes-to: Orange
Keynote: Rebalancing the timeline, pulling together discrepancies and restoring the synchronicity of life.
Extended Keynote:
Helps to restore the egg-shaped etheric energy body to wholeness and luminosity after experiencing sudden difficult and unexpected setbacks in life. It is during these times that the energy of the “true aura” may begin to move from the centre of our being toward an opening, or gap, on the left side of the etheric body. As the etheric level is restored there is a return to balance, which may result in a greater sense of purpose and the natural flow toward fulfillment of what we are here to be. In Aura-Soma wisdom, this indicates that the true aura is in its right place in the golden centre of our being. Also helpful for animals. 
Set: Chakra Set/Rescue Set (2nd/ Sacral Chakra)
72 Angels: Elemiah

B27 – Robin Hood - Red/Green - Shakes-to: Deep Red
Keynote: A balance between head and heart, the uroot and the heart and the relationship between the inner male and female.
Extended Keynote:
Represents a deep sense of balance, the energy to find one’s own space and direction and the ability to make appropriate life decisions. Helps with the deep-rooted energy of the heart to reconcile the male analytical and female intuitive energies within. The red (root chakra) over the green (heart chakra) indicates that physical life and material survival are best supported by the feeling, truth and courage of the heart. This combination also relates to B28, Maid Marion.
72 Angels: Menadel

B28 – Maid Marion - Green/Red - Shakes-to: Deep Red
Keynote: Awakening of the heart. A balance between the intuitive female and the analytical male within the self.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the attitude and response we bring to life experiences. Helps to bring the possibility for balance in the way the masculine (analytical) and feminine (intuitive) energies relate in both the inner self and outer expression. The choice of this combination can indicate that we have come to a new understanding of our energy. There may be a new-found inner courage and strength which enables us to speak and act from the heart, thus inspiring others.
72 Angels: Eyael
B29 – Get Up and Go - Red/Blue - Shakes-to: Violet
Keynote: Living in the material world, a balance within the solar plexus between two extremes.
Extended Keynote:
Fosters high energy and determination to get things done and to materialise the communication of peace.
Represents survival issues and material pursuits (red) tempered and supported by a sense of peace, right-timing and inspiration (blue).
72 Angels: Umabel

B30 – Bringing Heaven to Earth - Blue/Red - Shakes-to: Violet
Keynote: Head in heaven, feet on the earth. Awakening to the communication of peace.
Extended Keynote:
Represents clarity and peace in the conscious mind (blue) supported by the energy, strength and grounding that comes with our feet on the earth (red). The shake-to colour violet indicates that as these energies combine within us there is a possibility for an awakening through a new perception and transformation. Thus, heavenly possibilities are brought to the earth plane to be actualised and communicated. Can refer to a soul promise to bring heaven to earth through the desire for harmony and peace.
72 Angels: Daniel

B31 – The Fountain - Green/Gold - Shakes-to: Olive
Keynote: The wisdom from the heart, making space for the deepest joy to spring from within the depths of the self.
Extended Keynote:
As the wisdom within (gold) is given the space to flow through the heart (green), we may more fully understand our place and purpose in life. Deep insight into the wisdom of the heart may be expressed with a renewed sense of harmony and deep joy.
72 Angels: Asaliah

B32 – Sophia - Royal Blue/Gold - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta/Green
Keynote: Clarity in relation to the wisdom that lies within. A message from the stars.
Extended Keynote:
As the higher intuition and insight of the royal blue energy connects with the golden area of wisdom within the self, we are better able to express our heart's truth (related to green, the shake-to colour of royal blue and gold). The deeper aspects of the feminine intuitive may be activated, and underlying patterns brought to light and clarity. Here the royal blue acts as a dark night sky which helps our inner stars to shine more brilliantly. The inheritance of a deep mystery.
72 Angels: Aniel

B33 – Dolphin Bottle/Peace with a Purpose - Royal Blue/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Royal Blue
Keynote: Clarity and playfulness, spontaneity and joy. A clear expression of heartfelt communication.
Extended Keynote:
Brings the energy of spontaneity and play together with higher intuition (royal blue), which stimulates individuation and the creative expression of our heart-truth (turquoise). This creative playfulness instills a sense of peace, lightness and a natural expansion of purpose.
72 Angels: Nithaiah
B34 – Birth of Venus - Pink/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Light Violet  
**Keynote:** Getting in touch with the beauty that emerges through self-acceptance from the feeling side of being.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Brings a love of beauty and aesthetics, which fosters a sense of the beauty within and the ability to guide others toward the beauty within themselves. Compassion (pink) and inspiration (turquoise) from the heart come together to inspire creative communication of warmth and caring. An immersion into and emergence from the mysterious ocean of life -- love being born from the feeling depths of the collective.  
72 Angels: Nelahel

B35 – Loving Kindness - Pink/Violet - Shakes-to: Violet  
**Keynote:** Transformative and unconditional love in the service of others. Love from above.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
The ability to bring warmth, kindness and acceptance for the self (pink) into service for others (violet) through detachment. The shake-to colour of violet and the aspect of kindness offer a way in to deeper understanding and compassion, with the possibility of transformation for ourselves and others. As we proceed with loving kindness, love from above continues to pour into us and through us wherever compassion and transformation are needed. May also help in working with the inner child.  
72 Angels: Hariel

B36 – Charity - Violet/Pink - Shakes-to: Violet  
**Keynote:** Caring, warmth and kindness towards oneself extended into the world.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
The compassionate heart becomes a helping hand. Represents a deep level of transformation in the context of love; enables self-love and acceptance (pink) to flower into spiritual love and caring for others (violet) and the willingness to give of ourselves for the greater good. May also help in working with the inner child.  
72 Angels: Cahetel

B37 – The Guardian Angel Comes to Earth - Violet/Blue - Shakes-to: Deep Violet  
**Keynote:** A transformative, peaceful and nurturing communication from above, that may be of benefit both for oneself and others.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Fosters a profound peace and lightness of being in our depths (blue) that can give wings to a higher level of being (violet) on earth; helps to bring transformation within and transformative and nurturing communication to others. Can also open us to the unexpected with trust and faith, and stimulate a lightness of spirit and heightened perception.  
72 Angels: Veuliah

B38 – Troubadour 2/Discernment - Violet/Green - Shakes-to: Deep Green  
**Keynote:** Inner transformation through letting go of the past enables the expression of truth from the heart  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Helps to let go of the difficulties of the past within our depths, and to trust that the heart has space to express its truth (green). As we suspend judgement of ourselves, balance is restored between the head and the heart. The heart’s communication helps us to discern what we spiritually need and how to be of higher service to others.  
72 Angels: Pahaliah
B39 – Egyptian Bottle 2/The Puppeteer - Violet/Gold - Shakes-to: Orange
Keynote: Transformative wisdom and compassion brings a sense of deep joy and understanding.
Extended Keynote:
Wisdom (gold) and service (violet), compassion and understanding. Assists in becoming free of conditioned patterns and circumstances which "pull our strings" and keep us in a cycle of repetition that prevents us from moving forward. Draws the golden energy of our unconscious wisdom into our conscious mind so that the puppet strings of the past can be released; this offers us the freedom to let go, transform that we may become spiritually enlivened for the greater good of ourselves and others (violet).
72 Angels: Lauviah

B40 – The "I Am" Bottle - Red/Gold - Shakes-to: Coral hue
Keynote: Awakening to the wisdom within brings the energy of expansion, enthusiasm and growth.
Extended Keynote:
A deep joy that comes from dynamic, awakened activity of the Divine "I Am" within our humanness. This instills an energy and enthusiasm for life (red) and a heightened state of awareness. The shake-to colour of red and gold is a coral hue, which represents deep insight; this suggests that as our Divine and Human "I Am's" become more integrated, we may be able to perceive the bigger pictures of life and the Divine presence that resides within each person and possibility.
72 Angels: Reheael

B41 – The Wisdom Bottle/El Dorado - Gold/Gold - Shakes-to: Gold
Keynote: Wisdom realised and shared as the cup being continually filled from within overflows into the world.
Extended Keynote:
Can help to refine the gold from our outer and inner being (conscious and subconscious) to expand the light of wisdom which can transform us. Refining the gold within ourselves involves the greater alchemical process of transforming our raw materials -- our “base mettle” -- into gold that our true wisdom may be revealed. In this way, we may connect with our true purpose: why we are here, what we are for and the way we are to do what we are here to do. There is a blessing as the cup overflows into the world when one fills it within oneself.
Set: Extended Chakra Set (incarnational star, sometimes called the 2½ chakra). This chakra attribution has a complementary relationship with the Royal Blue, 6th/third eye/brow chakra, the understanding of which is very significant within the Aura-Soma system.
72 Angels: Haamiah

B42 – Harvest - Yellow/Yellow - Shakes-to: Yellow
Keynote: Intellectual clarity, joy and happiness brings the understanding of self awareness.
Extended Keynote:
A lightness of being that brings joy, happiness and spontaneity. When the seeds of light in the unconscious (yellow lower fraction) blossom into the conscious (yellow upper fraction) they bring the possibility for intellectual and intuitive clarity. This flowering of light can yield the fruits of self-awareness, the light of knowledge and a lightness of being in the solar plexus.
Set: Expanded Chakra Set (3rd/solar plexus chakra)
72 Angels: Manakel
B43 – Creativity - Turquoise/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Turquoise
Keynote: Creative communication through the feeling side of being as the process of individuation unfolds.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the emergence and expression of creativity (turquoise in the conscious) through the journey of individuation from our depths (turquoise in the subconscious). As the truth of the heart is communicated through creative pursuits, there is greater access to the collective unconscious and an ability to express the all through the one in both the simple and great things of life. Signifies collective individuation and the rise of humanitarian interdependence in the Aquarian Age.
Set: Extended Chakra Set (Ananda Khanda chakra, sometimes referred to as the 4½ chakra or the Abode of Bliss.)
72 Angels: Iah-hel

B44 – The Guardian Angel - Lilac/Pale Blue - Shakes-to: Lilac
Keynote: The sense of a presence. Being in the moment enables clarity in communication.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the angelic transmutation from above (lilac) of what lies within the depths of our being (blue), bringing a deep peace into our consciousness. As the lilac energy burns away lingering negativities with an intensification of light from above, our thoughts and feelings are transmuted into a softness and lightness of being. Can help to align with the Divine as the Angel within us brings a sense of protection, inspiration and the dawn of new possibilities.
72 Angels: Nitael

B45 – The Breath of Love - Turquoise/Magenta - Shakes-to: Violet
Keynote: The gift of the coming and going of the breath, moment to moment, and the flow of creativity and love from above through the feeling side of being.
Extended Keynote:
Can help to breathe in the warmth and caring from above (magenta), nurturing and revitalizing our whole being. Brings the potential for activating the turquoise center (ananda khanda) on the right of the chest. As the caring breath flows through the heart and down into the golden area of the belly, love within our depths expands into the little things we do and the creativity which flows from the unfolding of our individuation.
72 Angels: Sealiah

B46 – The Wanderer - Green/Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Jade Green
Keynote: Putting our love into the little things enables an inner expansion to reveal the truth of the heart.
Extended Keynote:
Draws love from above into our depths (magenta) to create space in the heart for truth to emerge with a sense of direction and purpose (green). Helps to let go of the past and come into the present where eternal time and space are always available to us. Whenever we are seeking and expressing truth with love in our depths, we can feel at home wherever we are.
72 Angels: Khavakiah
B47 – The Old Soul Bottle - Royal Blue/Lemon - Shakes-to: Emerald Green
Keynote: Intellectual clarity and the gift of understanding which comes through the "Emerald of the Heart."
Extended Keynote:
Invokes inspiration from above in the context of deep joy. Brings clarity to the higher senses, supporting a sharpness of intellect (lemon) and enhancing the ability to analyse and draw upon higher intuition (royal blue). Helps the progression from knowledge and thinking to the development of inner wisdom and the deeper understanding of the heart (green, the "shake-to" colour of royal blue and lemon).
72 Angels: Reiyel

B48 – The Wings of Change - Violet/Clear - Shakes-to: Pale Violet
Keynote: An understanding of the light within the depths of the self. Transformation in the conscious mind.
Extended Keynote:
Brings a pure and uplifting "angel-light" into the depths of our being (clear lower fraction) to support the emergence of spirituality and profound transformation (violet). Helps to transmute the energies of loss and to bring understanding of the causes of suffering, freeing us to perceive our higher/true purpose and its practical application in service to the light and to the world.
72 Angels: Leuviah

B49 – The New Messenger - Turquoise/Violet - Shakes-to: Deep Violet
Keynote: Creative communication of the heart in the service of others.
Extended Keynote:
Helps to bring a deep level of transformation (violet) that enables us to become a new messenger through the union of the male and female energies within the self. Supports a more conscious expression of individuation and creativity (turquoise) from the feeling side of the being in the service of others. Fosters peace, harmony and sensitivity in communications. A sense of playfulness and lightness in the expression of the heart.
72 Angels: Hehaiah

B50 – El Morya - Pale Blue/Pale Blue - Shakes-to: Pale Blue
Keynote: Thy will not my will. Allowing communication from above to come through the self.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the pale blue colour ray of ascended consciousness which supports the expression of higher will within our humanity. Fosters a deep sense of inner peace and a sense of accord through allowing oneself to 'be'. Brings an intensification of light as faith and trust, which allows the flow of heaven and earth within us expressed as our greatest spiritual potential: "I will that thy will be done through me."
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Ahaiah

B51 – Kuthumi - Pale Yellow/Pale Yellow - Shakes-to: Pale Yellow
Keynote: Two way communication between "above and below" among the angelic, human and devic realms.
Extended Keynote:
Represents a two-way exchange of energy and communication among the angelic (heavenly), human and devic/nature realms (earth) through the subtle levels of our being. Fosters an affinity for herbs, plants, trees and other forms of nature, and the higher knowledge which stimulates mental flexibility, open-mindedness and clarity.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Mikael
B52 – Lady Nada - Pale Pink/Pale Pink - Shakes-to: Pale Pink
Keynote: A communication of profound self-acceptance and unconditional love.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the inner sacred sound which can penetrate beyond the senses to the feeling side of being and expand our ability to listen with love. Can help to let go of difficulties associated with an over-supply of energy and allow the emergence of profound intuition and insight. Helps the love we carry to expand within us and be given to ourselves with a sense of warmth, caring and kindness.
Set: Master Set/Tantric Illumination Set
72 Angels: Melahel

B53 – Hilarion - Pale Green/Pale Green - Shakes-to: Pale Green
Keynote: The Way, the Truth and the Life. A balance within the heart through the process of purification.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the intense seeking of Truth through purification of the energies of the heart. Can help to bring clarity and attunement to the right place at the right time. As we observe the laws of nature through the cycles of life, we become more able to leave the past behind and enter into the higher "Way, Truth and Life" that awaits us in every present moment wherever we are.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Yezalel

B54 – Serapis Bey - Clear/Clear - Shakes-to: Clear
Keynote: The understanding of suffering. Purification through the power of the light.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the intense bright light (clear) which illuminates our hidden depths and layers of past conditioning, bringing the possibility of release as we see the source of our suffering -- the resistance to getting what we do not want, wanting what we cannot have and not being able to distinguish between the two. In the clarity of this new light of understanding, we may let go of our suffering and make space for our true colours to finally emerge as a bright light shining from within.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Anauel

B55 – The Christ - Clear/Red - Shakes-to: Intensive Light Red
Keynote: The energy to work with and for the light
Extended Keynote:
Represents the energy of the Cosmic Christ and awakening to the light within (clear). The integration of this light within the deeper levels of our being (red) leads towards the fulfillment of one's purpose in the world. A sense of inner lightness as we awaken to the wisdom of the body. Representing the polarities of heaven and earth, these two colour energies are vehicles for the completion of each other. As shown by the pink (love) "shake-to" colour of the bottle as the two colours are shaken together, the light of the Divine mingles with the earth of our Humanity that we may embody a greater love within and as us -- a love whose light brings forgiveness, compassion and the understanding of life as eternal.
Set: Master Set/Tantric Illumination Set/Extended New Aeon Child Set
72 Angels: Hahaiah

B56 – St. Germain - Pale Violet/Pale Violet - Shakes-to: Pale Violet
Keynote: Transmutation of self which overcomes the desire to be invisible. A willingness to act as a catalyst in the world.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the alchemy of transmutation whereby our very composition and nature are changed so that we might "become the Way." Helps to purify intent and transmute the raw materials within our deeper layers in order to become a catalyst for higher wisdom and clarity of thought. Can help to experience a "larger-than-life" perspective and to expand our range of living, loving and manifesting on many planes at once for the expansion of light.

72 Angels: Hahaiah
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Mumiah

**B57 – Pallas Athena and Aeolus - Pale Pink/Pale Blue - Shakes-to: Pale Violet**
*Keynote:* Creativity and right livelihood with attention to detail.
*Extended Keynote:* Represents a love of beauty and aesthetics and the manifestation of wisdom and beauty from within. Can help to reconcile the feminine energy (pink/caring/feeling) with the masculine energy (blue/peace/expression) to create harmony, which underlies all beauty. Helps to work with dreams and the understanding of the dream life and to know or sense that everything is just a dream. To perceive how we might express more of our totality through “right livelihood.” The lower fraction blue indicates a subconscious potential for the expression of peace which can elevate the conscious pink energy of caring and feeling into loving communication and service toward others. This is demonstrated in the shake-to colour of pale violet.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Nemamiah

**B58 – Orion and Angelica - Pale Blue/Pale Pink - Shakes-to: Pale Violet**
*Keynote:* Beginnings and endings in inner and outer journeys. A balance within the subtle fields as all of the bodies come together in the right place at the right time.
*Extended Keynote:* Represents angelic energies that facilitate the beginning and ending of day and night, life passages and journeys of all kinds, both inner and outer. Brings a deep sense of balance between polarities within the self and helps to bridge mind and matter. An intense version of B20, the “Starchild,” helping all the subtle bodies to be in balance and in the right place at the right time.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Nanael

**B59 – Lady Portia - Pale Yellow/Pale Pink - Shakes-to: Pale Coral**
*Keynote:* ‘Judge not lest ye be judged.’ Letting go of the judgements through self acceptance and caring brings greater discernment and balance.
*Extended Keynote:* Represents the knowledge and joy (yellow) that can emerge when we have found the love within (pink); the supportive pink energy of self-acceptance and caring can dissolve judgement of self and bring greater clarity and discernment to the conscious mind and mental processes (yellow). Thus, in the light of love without self judgement, more knowledge becomes available to us about ourselves and others and we are able to offer caring and warmth without fear.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Yelahiah
B60 – Lao Tsu and Kwan Yin - Blue/Clear - Shakes-to: Pale Blue
Keynote: Finding the clarity within to communicate from the light.
Extended Keynote:
The alchemical energies of mercy and compassion bring a deeply transformative experience. Like the pearl created from the grain of sand which agitates the oyster, the intense energy (clear) in the lower fraction can help to yield transformation from suffering. As understanding of our suffering comes, the light of clarity rises into the conscious mind, bringing the profound peace of the blue energy which communicates to others with love and compassion.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Yehuiah

B61 – Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus Kumara - Pale Pink/Pale Yellow - Shakes-to: Pale Coral
Keynote: The deepest reconciliation of the inner role models through a universal sense of the Mother/Father God.
Extended Keynote:
Together these energies represent the universal Mother/Father energy which can help to bring ease and reconciliation to the inner child that has experienced the absence of parental models. Represents the template for Divine/Human relationship in “As Above, So Below:” the light from above which dwells in our subconscious depths (pale yellow) coming into our consciousness as love and caring (pale pink). May help personal loss to become transpersonal gain expressed as a higher state of unity within.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Vasariah

B62 – Maha Chohan - Pale Turquoise/Pale Turquoise - Shakes-to: Pale Turquoise
Keynote: An intense light on the path of individuation for creativity and clarity of communication from the heart.
Extended Keynote:
Maha Chohan's name in Sanskrit and Tibetan translates into “Greater Teacher,” referring to the master teacher within who instructs through the whisperings of the heart. Represents the sudden insight and awakening that can come to us through the pale turquoise process of individuation and the intense creativity that can arise from the sea of pure consciousness.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Laviah

B63 – Djwal Khul and Hilarion - Emerald Green/Pale Green - Shakes-to: Green
Keynote: The emergence of truth as we give ourselves the space to see ourselves as we truly are. The journey to the wisdom of the heart.
Extended Keynote:
The two masters of the green ray come together, representing the individual and collective journey from knowledge (3rd/solar plexus chakra) to the wisdom in the emerald of the heart (4th chakra). Can bring the courage to speak one's truth, to integrate feelings and perceive the emotions of others. May help to create space for understanding our “karmic seeds” and orienting where and how we are going, as well as having the perseverance and determination to get there.
Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Aladiah

B64 – Djwal Khul - Emerald Green/Clear - Shakes-to: Green
Keynote: The seeker's Master. Seeking truth for the sake of itself.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the search for truth in the patterns of life and cosmic systems. An interest in the stars, astrology and the new psychology. The emphasis is more on the seeking than the finding, allowing truth to emerge (green) spontaneously from a deep place of innocence and clarity within (clear). The inner light nourishes
the heart with the potential to release all that stands in the way of a greater understanding of the nature of reality and its transcendent truth.

Set: Master Set
72 Angels: Lelahel

B65 – Head in Heaven and Feet on Earth - Violet/Red - Shakes-to: Deep Red
Keynote: Balance and support between the spiritual and the physical, giving the energy to perform one’s service.
Extended Keynote:
A grounding combination, representing the two extremes of the visible colour spectrum: the red energy of physicality in the 1st/root chakra, and the violet energies of spirituality, transformation and service in the 7th/crown chakra. Encourages thought before action and the possibility for deep transformation with our center flowing free and the energy to discover and carry out our true purpose in the world.
72 Angels: Hahehel

B66 – The Actress/The Victoria Bottle - Pale Violet/Pale Pink - Shakes-to: Pale Violet
Keynote: Detachment from our conditioned responses that we may recognise the actors upon the stage of the self.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the self-care and compassion (pale pink) to enable detachment from the conditioning that we may see the different parts we play on the stage of the self. As we come to understand the different roles we take on in our own lives it may enable us to express more caring and compassion towards others and the roles they play in both their lives and ours. The pale violet energy encourages alchemical transmutation of self; the pink supports detachment that we may bridge the gap between what is on the inside and what is on the outside. This combination supports us in finding our role in the quality we can bring to each moment by the way we do what we do rather than what we do.
72 Angels: Caliel

B67 – Love from Above - Magenta/Magenta - Shakes-to: Magenta
Keynote: Love in the little things when practiced brings recognition of the Divine Presence in all things.
Extended Keynote:
Our spiritual intent and integrity as a practical application of bringing love into the little things. The development of awareness, mindfulness and attention in daily activities leads to a growth in consciousness. Can bring a quality of grace to our lives with the ability to move into new events and circumstances as we see what we need to do.
Set: Extended Chakra Set (all chakras) / Tantric Illumination Set
72 Angels: Mebahel

B68 – Gabriel - Blue/Violet - Shakes-to: Royal Blue
Keynote: The Angel of peace and fulfillment brings discernment.
Extended Keynote:
Transformation within the depths (violet) enables greater peace (blue) in the conscious mind as the inner angel emerges from the dissolution of conditioning. Activity based in practical application and creative expression leads to a lightness of being. Fosters intuitive and spiritual communication in the service of transformation and peace. Can enable us to see relationships as opportunities for love and growth.
72 Angels: Hayayel
B69 – The Sounding Bell - Magenta/Clear - Shakes-to: Magenta

**Keynote:** Purification as a consequence of being in the moment as we bring the love from above into the little things.

**Extended Keynote:**
Represents a return to the love from above that dwells as the true essence of spirit within the depths of ourselves (clear). Brings a sense of integration, many aspects come into resonance with wholeness. Through conscious attention we may bring love to the details of life (magenta), even the inanimate objects that we may handle moment to moment. This colour combination can also bring light to our suffering, reminding us that love from above is always available to us.

**Set:** Tantric Illumination Set

72 **Angels:** Mitzrael

B70 – Vision of Splendour - Yellow/Clear - Shakes-to: Yellow

**Keynote:** Clarity to see the bigger picture and to gain knowledge through the vibrations of light.

**Extended Keynote:**
Represents the clarity within (clear) as we accept things as they are rather than as we would like them to be. The alchemical possibility that we may experience the joy (yellow) and beauty available to us in each moment. Can also help to show where clarity is needed, that in the letting go we allow the illumination of knowledge which opens us to the splendour of life and joy for what is. May also help in meditation to shine a light through that which fogs our seeing and discernment.

**72 Angels:** Yabamiah

B71 – The Essene Bottle 2/The Jewel in the Lotus- Pink/Clear - Shakes-to: Pale Pink

**Keynote:** Taking responsibility for the thoughts and the feelings opens the door to the power of love.

**Extended Keynote:**
Represents the process of our own blossoming, like the thousand-petal lotus, from the "muddy waters" within. Through self-acceptance, warmth and caring (pink), our waters (emotions) may become clear, and we may begin to understand and even feel gratitude for our suffering. As the petals of our lotus (potential) open to reveal the shining jewel of clarity within, the possibility for the flowering of profound love may unfold.

**Set:** Tantric Illumination Set

72 **Angels:** Harahel

B72 – The Clown/Pagliacci - Blue/Orange - Shakes-to: Violet flecked with Gold

**Keynote:** Joyful insights communicated from within.

**Extended Keynote:**
Can help to show a joyful face and communicate peace (blue) and insight (orange) regardless of the difficult events or circumstances influencing the present. As the "codices of light" penetrate our deeper inner structures, the energies of B72 may help to bring balance to all levels of being.

72 **Angels:** Imamiah

B73 – Chang Tsu - Gold/Clear - Shakes-to: Gold

**Keynote:** Connecting with our incarnational star brings wisdom, clarity of purpose and an understanding of our inner gifts.

**Extended Keynote:**
Represents the wisdom that arises (gold) as identification with the suffering (clear) in the depths of ourselves is let go of. A deeper connection to the true aura or incarnational star can help with assimilation and integration of life experiences leading to a lightness of being as our deeper spiritual identity and purpose become illuminated.

72 **Angels:** Mihael
B74 – Triumph - Pale Yellow/Pale Green - Shakes-to: Pale Olive
Keynote: An intense test of discernment and faith towards a deeper balance within.
Extended Keynote:
Represents a new possibility that comes out of an immense challenge of discernment and clarity. As our inner space (green) and sense of joy (yellow) expand, we are able to be more true to ourselves and to express our heartfelt feelings, such as deep happiness and understanding, in a conscious and harmonious way.
72 Angels: Yeiazel

B75 – Go with the Flow - Magenta/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta
Keynote: Love from above awakens the flow of creativity and individuation. Re-orientation in relation to the family picture.
Extended Keynote:
Helps to release built-up energy anywhere in our being: as we are infused with the magenta energy of "love from above," conscious self-acceptance and unconditional love expand the space within us so that the turquoise energy of creativity and individuation can flow. This helps us to connect to the flow of life, which can bring new perspectives, new circumstances or new love. This combination can also bring a deeper understanding or re-orientation of the family situation.
72 Angels: Yeratel

B76 – Trust - Pink/Gold - Shakes-to: Orange
Keynote: Self-acceptance and trust expands the golden area within as we find out why we are here, what we are for and the way to do what we are here to do.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the conscious energy of self-love and acceptance (pink upper fraction) which can awaken the gold of wisdom within our depths. This alchemical process taking place in the crucible of our being unites the inner sun/male and moon/female energies to create balance, wholeness and the possibility for a new understanding of our inherent wisdom.
72 Angels: Yeyayel

B77 – The Cup - Clear/Magenta - Shakes-to: Magenta
Keynote: Many things are brought together in the context of service to the light. The more we are open to receive the more can pour in from above.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the willingness to be a receptive vehicle, allowing ourselves to be filled with light and love from above (magenta). As our cup overflows to everything and everyone we engage, B77 may help to keep some space within our fullness to enable us to continue to receive. Thus the light may be increasingly integrated within, becoming our continual life force and the refining of our discernment and clarity (clear).
Set: Extended New Aeon Child Set/Tantric Illumination Set
72 Angels: Hazayael

B78 – Crown Rescue/The Transition Bottle - Violet/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta
Keynote: Every ending brings a new beginning; letting go and intense service may lead to our “right place.”
Extended Keynote:
Represents a transformative journey of light and transition from where one has been to a new level of being. May help the sometimes bittersweet passage between endings and new beginnings (deep magenta) and the harmonising of joy and sorrow in the letting go (violet). May rescue something subtle and elusive in order to restore us with understanding and deep service linked to practicality in the fulfillment of our mission and purpose.
Set: Rescue Set
72 Angels: Mahasiah
B79 – Ostrich Bottle - Orange/Violet - Shakes-to: Deep Orange
Keynote: Insight and transformation leading to restoration of the timeline. The ability to hear what challenges oneself.
Extended Keynote:
Represents profound insight into the nature of things (orange) and a deep desire to use our gifts in service to others (violet). A deep transformation that may lead to a sense of deep joy and bliss. As orange represents the belly (2nd/sacral chakra) and violet represents the head (7th/crown chakra), choosing this "upside down" combination may suggest that we can find knowledge and illumination by drawing from our depths. Brings the possibility for transformation of our luminous etheric field and further development of our light body.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Magician (B1)
72 Angels: Lehahaiah

B80 – Artemis - Red/Pink - Shakes-to: Red
Keynote: The energy to let go and to love again more unconditionally. The potential to awaken to the power of love.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the possibility of awakening the Christ consciousness within the conscious mind (red) in relation to our true purpose, which is supported by self-acceptance and compassion in our depths (pink). Can help to access our resources of strength, focus and love, and to bridge our thinking and feeling in order to balance our outer and inner selves.
Tarot: Return Journey of the High Priestess (B2)
Set: Tantric Illumination Set
72 Angels: Yeliel

B81 – Unconditional Love - Pink/Pink - Shakes-to: Pink
Keynote: Utmost compassion, caring and love for self and others.
Extended Keynote:
Pink, as an intensification of the red grounding energy, represents the feminine womb of love and the life-force of the earth mother as giver of love. Pink over pink signifies that our ability to love and accept ourselves unconditionally supports our ability to offer unconditional love to others. This intensity of pink energy can help to nurture the inner child with love and compassion.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Empress (B3)
Set: Tantric Illumination Set
72 Angels: Habuiah

B82 – Calypso - Green/Orange - Shakes-to: Olive Green
Keynote: Insights and deep joy revealed from the heart as we make space for ourselves to enter into the dance of life.
Extended Keynote:
Represents the energy of celebration in a space of open-heartedness, wisdom and joyful sharing of love. Can help to create the conscious caring space of freedom in the heart (green) by releasing difficulties of the past, restoring the timeline (orange). Can also help to move from ruling with our will alone to allowing the feeling of the heart to direct our course, which can invoke the synchronicity of being in the right place at the right time doing the right thing.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Emperor (B4)
72 Angels: Seelahiah
B83 – Open Sesame - Turquoise/Gold - Shakes-to: Olive Green
Keynote: The process of individuation awakens the incarnational star. The wisdom of the past is expressed through the creative communication of the heart.
Extended Keynote:
The Aura-Soma teacher opening the doors of the ancient wisdom re-evaluated in relation to discrimination and creatively expressed through the feeling side of our being. A communication offered to the many rather than the few.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Hierophant (B5)
72 Angels: Vehuiah

B84 – Candle in the Wind - Pink/Red - Shakes-to: Red
Keynote: A vulnerability that becomes our strength and way towards a higher purpose.
Extended Keynote:
Represents movement toward the feminine and the vulnerability that comes through openness and receptivity. Conscious compassion (pink) given towards ourselves leads to more energy and passion (red) for unconditional love and caring in relationships as well as for the desire to awaken to the love of existence. Thus ultimately, our vulnerability becomes our strength and our awakening to what love is.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Lovers (B6)
Set: Tantric Illumination Set
72 Angels: Sitael

B85 – Titania, Queen of the Fairies - Turquoise/Clear - Shakes-to: Turquoise
Keynote: An intensified light within accelerates the conscious unfolding of the path of individuation.
Extended Keynote:
Represents an intensity of light in our unconscious (clear lower fraction) rising into the feeling area of our being, which accelerates individuation and the expression of creativity and communication for a new time (turquoise). The light in relation to the turquoise may enhance a greater awareness of the subtle realms of the fairies, devas, angels and earth energies, leading to heightened creative expression.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Chariot (B7)
72 Angels: Lecabel

B86 – Oberon, King of the Fairies - Clear/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Turquoise
Keynote: An infusion of light from above leads to understanding on the path of individuation.
Extended Keynote:
Represents profound creativity in our unconscious (turquoise) which can be drawn into conscious expression through the understanding of suffering (clear). Clear represents the white light which contains all the colours and corresponds to all the energy centers in the human chakra system. The clarity that comes as our whole being is quickened with this light from above may help us to let go of past situations, thus enhancing our creative communication from the heart. As our individuation accelerates, we may experience heightened clarity and intuitive awareness of the realms of devas, fairies and subtle energies of the earth.
Tarot: Return Journey of Justice (B8)
Set: Extended New Aeon Child Set
72 Angels: Poyel

B87 – Love Wisdom - Pale Coral/Pale Coral - Shakes-to: Pale Coral
Keynote: The wisdom of love that enables us to see oneself beyond the reflection of self.
Extended Keynote:
To go beyond the reflection of self in relationship and circumstances to perceive the eternal self. As we immerse ourselves in the depths to witness this essential self as an expression of divinity within our humanity, we may emerge awakened with a new sense of self-acceptance, awareness and beingness. Any unrequited love of the past may be released as we let go into the wisdom of love which values all forms of living and loving.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Hermit (B9)
Set: Extended Chakra Set/Rescue Set/Tantric Illumination Set/9 Matrix Star
72 Angels: Yeialel,

B88 – Jade Emperor - Green/Blue - Shakes-to: Turquoise
Keynote: As we plant so shall we reap. The understanding of dharma: it is not what we do but the way we do what we do that makes the difference.
Extended Keynote:
A deep wisdom given to the earth to bring clearing of karmic patterns within the collective. Encourages a new way of being through the way we do what we do in bringing attention and caring to our efforts in each moment. Peace in our depths (blue) can help to create space in the feeling side of our being (green energy of the heart) for expressing who we truly are through our creativity (the shake-to colour of turquoise). Can awaken us to a love of the earth and help to ease issues of time and space.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Wheel of Fortune (B10), 10 Matrix Star
72 Angels: Mehiel

Keynote: A gateway to a new understanding; a paradigm shift to time as art and life as enthusiastic well being.
Extended Keynote:
Represents a window or portal to a new paradigm: a shift from the energy of time as money to time as art and the opportunity to express qualities of personal touch and caring in whatever we do. As we awaken to the love from above dwelling within our depths (deep magenta), we experience a renewal of energy (red) and may begin to realise our potential in everyday life and the opportunities that life presents to us moment by moment.
Tarot: Return Journey of Strength (B11)
Set: Rescue Set/Tantric Illumination Set/11 Matrix Star
72 Angels: Reohael

B90 – Wisdom Rescue - Gold/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta
Keynote: The initiate finds the way to be active in the world.
Extended Keynote:
The connection with the incarnational star may restore balance where there has been a sense of disorientation. Represents the ability to tap an eternal source of love and compassion (deep magenta) from the golden area of our being to support the awakening and conscious expression of wisdom (gold) in the day-to-day moments of life. Brings joy and a new paradigm for living as we let go and trust the wisdom that has always been within us.
Tarot: Return Journey of the Hanged Man (B12)/9 Matrix Star
Set: Rescue Set
72 Angels: Hahasiah

B91 – Feminine Leadership of the Heart - Olive Green/Olive Green - Shakes-to: Olive Green
Extended Keynote:
Represents a letting go of the past, individual, ancestral and collective, to come to the sweetness of Spirit. In our passage into the olive energy, where knowledge (yellow) meets feelings (emerald green), love brings up everything unlike itself for the purpose of making us whole. There can be a softening and emergence of wisdom as we are reborn to receptivity and a hope that proceeds from trusting the essential loving nature of life itself. A deep sense of peace and optimism as a new light is borne out of the circumstances of the past.
Tarot: Return Journey of Death (B13)
Set: Extended Chakra Set (between 3rd/solar plexus & 4th/heart chakras)/10 Matrix Star
72 Angels: Omael
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B92 – Gretel - Pale Coral/Olive Green - Shakes-to: Olive Green spotted with Pale Coral  
**Keynote:** Intuitive feminine leadership through co-operation rather than competition, with peace as a priority.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Represents the interdependent co-operation (coral) of the male and female personas within the self, as well as the gift of intuitive heartfelt feminine leadership (olive). Fosters the ability of feminine intuition to know how to lead in the “right” way, especially when moved by love and care. Fosters expansion of the subtle fields of the light body through trusting the intuitive nature and the inner essence. B92 and B93 (Hansel and Gretel) were created and named as a pair, symbolising that the co-operation of the masculine and feminine toward peace may awaken a new consciousness upon the Earth as the "New Woman/New Man."  
**Tarot:** Return Journey of Temperance (B14)/11 Matrix Star  
**72 Angels:** Mebahiah

B93 – Hansel – Pale Coral/Turquoise - Shakes-to: Deep Violet  
**Keynote:** Facing the shadow to find the truth of the heart as we see and reconcile more of the aspects of ourselves.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Represents a singularity of vision and purpose as polarities within the self are illuminated and brought together (pale coral). A sense of creativity unfolding in the light of the new consciousness emerging, as one begins to see beyond the limitations of self. B92 and B93 (Hansel and Gretel) were created and named as a pair, representing the ability of feminine intuition to instill trust and receptivity within the masculine so that creativity can be expressed (turquoise). In their interdependence, the energies of B92 and 93 can help to awaken a new consciousness upon the Earth as the "New Woman/New Man."  
**Tarot:** Return Journey of the Devil (B15) 9 Matrix Star  
**72 Angels:** Damabiah

B94 – Archangel Michael - Pale Blue/Pale Yellow - Shakes-to: Pale Green  
**Keynote:** An intense truth is revealed in the evolution of consciousness.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
The first in the Archangel sequence, B94 brings the energy of Archangel Michael for stimulating discernment and truth in the heart through getting in touch with the star within. As our consciousness is raised, our little will (pale yellow) comes into alignment with the greater will (pale blue), so that a new authority of peace may be expressed in our hearts (the pale green "shake-to" colour) and a deeper unfoldment of our true purpose may come about.  
**Tarot:** Return Journey of the Tower (B16) 10 Matrix Star  
**Set:** Archangel Set  
**72 Angels:** Vehuel

B95 – Archangel Gabriel - Magenta/Gold - Shakes-to: Orange  
**Keynote:** The messenger of the star helping us to get in touch with our true purpose.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
The Messenger of the Star, assists in the illumination of the "soul star" and the “incarnational star.” As the magenta energy of our soul star (above the crown) brings love from above to the incarnational star in the gold/wisdom area of our being (belly), our “true aura” is activated, expanding into the light field that surrounds our physical body. We may then get in touch with why we are here, what we are to do and they way we are to do it. As we bring our caring and warmth to all that we do, putting love into the little everyday things, we may find great joy in service to others through wisdom shared with a deep level of caring.  
**Tarot:** Return Journey of the Star (B17) 11 Matrix Star  
**Set:** Archangel Set
B96 – Archangel Raphael - Royal Blue/Royal Blue - Shakes-to: Royal Blue  
**Keynote:** Clarity of perception and the higher energies of being that we may bring the creative possibility into form.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
The possibility for clarity at the sense doors. Can help to go beyond ordinary perception and access the higher-mind functions of intuition, inspiration and “second-sight” through the royal blue energy of the third-eye chakra. Royal blue in both fractions indicates that as we access these qualities through our subconscious, we may also express them consciously with trust in the nurturing creative energy from above. **Tarot:** Return Journey of the Moon (B18)  
**Set:** Archangel Set/New Aeon Chakra Set (6th/Third Eye/Brow Chakra, Ajna Centre)

B97 – Archangel Uriel - Gold/Royal Blue - Shakes-to: Emerald Green  
**Keynote:** The light of clarity in relation to our true purpose and a deeper understanding of the heart.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Letting go of Utopian idealism brings the ability to see with clarity into our innermost depths. As the love rises within the depths of the self we may experience the opening of the heart. Uriel, meaning “the fire (or light) of God,” offers the light of alchemy on the path of the heart. The royal blue of heightened perception and peace can help to bring into consciousness the golden energy of wisdom that surrounds the incarnational star. Gold and royal blue combine to create emerald green, giving us a radiance for all we encounter and all we do. **Tarot:** Return Journey of the Sun (B19)  
**Set:** Archangel Set

B98 – Archangel Sandalphon/Margaret's bottle - Lilac/Pale Coral - Shakes-to: Lilac  
**Keynote:** The inner child reveals the angel that we are, with a four-way energy connection between above and below, the left and right.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Represents the “isness” of a child akin to the Buddha nature and the Christ within. May help to retrieve the innocence and purity of the inner child from our conditioned patterns and what life demands of us. As we embrace our essential childlike nature, we may take on a lightness of being which gives space for a new consciousness to emerge through us (pale coral) as the angel that we are (lilac). The pink inherent in both colours indicates a capacity for unconditional love which can help us with profound change. **Tarot:** Return Journey of Judgement (B20)  
**Set:** Archangel Set

B99 – Archangel Tzadkiel/Cosmic Rabbits - Pale Olive Green/Pink - Shakes-to: Olive Green  
**Keynote:** A new opening to love of self illuminates our purpose in the world.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Represents a new beginning for love that fosters love of the earth by being open and receptive within the self. Can help us to connect more deeply with our inner being by trusting our feminine intuitive nature of unconditional love and self-acceptance, thus bringing the possibility of a broader vision. Thus we can become pioneers for freedom and truth (pale olive green), having the courage to step into the waters of life with an open heart for giving and receiving love (pink). **Tarot:** Return Journey of the Universe (B21)  
**Set:** Archangel Set

B100 – Archangel Metatron - Clear/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta sprinkled with light  
**Keynote:** Shining the light from Above into our shadow, bringing a new dawn to the inner worlds.  
**Extended Keynote:**  
Represents the vastness of the light (clear, which contains all the colours), held as a potential for wholeness within the vastness of our own depths (deep magenta). Metatron brings the bright light from Above into the shadow of our being where conditioning that has clouded our self-awareness can be illuminated; thus we might see our suffering in the context of love and the ongoingness of life, and release it for the greater
truth of who we are. The nourishment of the light enables letting go of what we have said ‘no’ to, resisted or denied within ourselves.

Set: Archangel Set/Rescue Set/Tantric Illumination Set/Extended New Aeon Child Set

B101 – Archangel Jophiel - Pale Blue/Pale Olive - Shakes-to: Pale Turquoise

Keynote: The way back to the garden of the heart and the opening to a new level within our being.

Extended Keynote:
Represents the will of the Divine (pale blue) coming to us through an intense communication from Above as the still, small voice within. Trusting the feminine within, allowing peace in its most intense form to link with our true purpose. This stimulates our feeling side (pale olive) and helps us to remember ourselves as beings of light. Jophiel's role was to lead Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden; thus, the angelic hope for human beingness is to help lead us back. As our true nature is illuminated, we are able to come back to the garden of the heart where our seeming dualities are integrated and we experience inner union. The shake-to colour of pale turquoise may also help to stimulate heightened creative expression and illumine the journey of individuation.

Set: Archangel Set

B102 – Archangel Samael - Deep Olive/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Deep Magenta

Keynote: O-live, where we may find a new beginning for hope within ourselves and a new foundation for our lives.

Extended Keynote:
Can help to illuminate where we have built structures in our lives that create a false sense of security and undermine our vitality for life. Loss can make way for something new to come as we let go of the bitterness of the past and trust the truth that can give us ground to build anew. Deep magenta helps to bring love from above into our subconscious shadow areas, while the deep olive helps to deepen feminine intuition in our conscious mind and offer a guiding light of hope toward the future. Archangel Samael has been attributed to The Tower tarot card which indicates a complete re-evaluation of the circumstances of life. Therefore the positive potential offered by Samael energy is to live, by first accepting and then releasing those things that we find most difficult in ourselves, that we may embrace a new sense of hope, freedom and love of life.

Set: Archangel Set/Rescue Set

B103 – Archangel Haniel - Opalescent Pale Blue/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Opalescent Deep Magenta

Keynote: The support for the Higher will and the development of the Light body. Haniel asks: ‘Are we part of the solution or part of the problem?’

Extended Keynote:
Represents the opportunity to fulfill our purpose in the context of the deepest love and a choice to become part of the solution rather than part of the problem. Offers support for the unfolding of our purpose by protecting the communication that comes to us and through us (pale blue) as we develop alignment with that which is above us (deep magenta). Can help us to reclaim our sovereignty that we may discover our own truest will as an expression of the higher will that dwells within us.

Set: Archangel Set/Rescue Set
B104 – Archangel Chamael - Iridescent Rose Pink/Magenta - Shakes-to: Iridescent Magenta
Keynote: It is as it is. A new beginning for love. A new order of being as ‘I love myself the way I am’.
Extended Keynote:
Can help to bring forward the feminine aspects of intuition, protection, self-acceptance and compassion (iridescent pink). This gives more space in our depths to draw love from above for all that we are, as we are (magenta). This loving acceptance of who we are in the moment, rather than who we would like to be, enables a new beginning for love that is free from the judgement of self, which may also help us to accept and appreciate others as they are moment to moment.
Set: Archangel Set

B105 – Archangel Azreal - Iridescent Coral/Coral - Shakes-to: Coral
Keynote: Deep insight, ecstasy and upliftment.
Extended Keynote:
The gold iridescence in the upper fraction of the coral brings the possibility of alchemical transformation and release of karmic patterns by bringing our attention to the way we do what we do. This can help with restoring the timeline, freeing us to express compassion and love-wisdom toward others. Also represents feminine receptivity, transformation and going beyond separation towards unity. As we move beyond duality and separateness toward unity of being (the A – Z of Azreal) we can help to usher in a new Golden Age of consciousness.
Set: Archangel Set/Tantric Illumination Set

B106 – Archangel Ratziel - Pale Olive/Lilac - Shakes-to: Lilac flecked Pale Olive
Keynote: Reciprocal maintenance and the inner alchemy of the heart.
Extended Keynote:
May help to loosen the deeper layers of conditioned patterns from the past. Lilac in the lower fraction can facilitate a process of deep transmutation; the pale olive indicates that the veils which cloud our vision are being parted and our transformation has begun. In learning to trust in the star at the centre of our being, the alchemy within the golden area unfolds and inner confidence expands.
Set: Archangel Set

B107 – Archangel Tzaphkiel - Opalescent Turquoise/Deep Magenta - Shakes-to: Very deep Turquoise Magenta with flecks
Keynote: Support from the Divine Feminine within for individuation and heightened creativity. The marriage of Love and Truth.
Extended Keynote:
Brings assistance in the process of personal and collective individuation and creativity (turquoise). As the soul-stuff is stirred in our depths, the questions of Love and Truth are called forth to weigh how much our hearts are heeded in our life choices and with sensitivity toward the being of the earth. The ‘rescue’ aspect of deep magenta helps to rescue our higher potential from the difficulties of the past through letting go. As we are lightened the Divine Feminine invites us into the grace of unfoldment: the wonder of stepping into the flow of our fulfillment and the expansion of the "I Am" within.
Set: Archangel Set/Rescue Set
B108 – Archangel Jeremiel - Mid-Tone Turquoise/Mid-Tone Olive - Shakes-to: Turquoise to Mid Green
Keynote: Through the stillness and the letting go comes the communication of love and truth from the heart.
Extended Keynote:
Represents a new level of hope and clarity through the olive energy which can help us to let go of the past. As we release self-judgement and trust our intuition, we are able to be more discerning about our role in the world and our relationship with the earth. In our progress along the journey of individuation (turquoise), we may experience heightened creativity through the co-creation of love and truth in the "heart within the heart."
Set: Archangel Set

B109 – Archangel Zachariel - Magenta/Mid-Tone Olive - Shakes-to: Olive flecked with Magenta
Keynote: Sincerity in love. Letting go, we are already forgiven.
Extended Keynote:
A new sense of hope arises as we let go of the fears in the context of love. The bitterness is resolved as we put our love, warmth and caring into the little things each day. The olive process is always about letting go of the bitterness: individual, ancestral and collective, and the process of marination that reveals the gold within. This process is alchemical, bringing a profound change to our nature and a sweetness of spirit that creates us anew. The new pinker magenta shows us that the love from above is nearer and more accessible than we may think. As we open to the grace of awakening that has already forgiven all that has passed, and walk into the ever-present light of love, we may claim the dignity of our true kingship and the eternal treasures that await us.
Set: Archangel Set

B110 – Archangel Ambriel – Pale Rose Pink/Deep Magenta – Shakes together as Deep Magenta
Keynote: Compassion in all that we do brings harmony into our being
Extended Keynote: To be able to find caring, warmth and compassion towards the different aspects of ourselves as we awaken to the truth within the depths of ourselves.
Set: Archangel Set/Rescue Set/Tantric Illumination Set

B111 – Archangel Daniel – Mid-Tone Royal Blue/Mid-Tone Olive – Shakes to: Deep Blue/Green
Keynote: To restore balance between inner and outer relationships.
Extended Keynote: To give the opportunity for clarity and a new sense, or a revival of a sense, of renewal within the depths of the self. A confirmation of the benefits of clarity in letting go.
Set: Archangel Set

B112 - Archangel Israfel - Turquoise/Mid-Tone Royal Blue - Shakes to: Royal Blue
Keynote: Clarity in joyful creativity.
Extended Keynote: As we let go in the journey towards ourselves, our perceptions become clearer.
Set: Archangel Set

B113 - Archangel Cassiel - Emerald Green/Mid-Tone Olive - Shakes to: Deep Green
Keynote: Awareness that is inspired through love.
Extended Keynote: As we watch then a new direction and a new space opens through letting go.
Set: Archangel Set